
MAT2008: Some hints and questions for self-control

General hints (based also on the results of the test)

1) Our module is mathematical, so be ready to see questions like ”Prove that ...”
or ”Deduce some formula from the first principles”.
NB: Mathematical explanations are required! No ”financial proofs”, say, for the
monotonicity/convexity of some functions, validity of some inequalities, etc. will
be accepted (solutions based on such arguments will be marked by zero!!).

2) If you are asked to ”Give a definition ...” (for something) or ”What is ...”
(something), rigorous mathematical definitions/formulas are required. Please, do
not replace the math definition of something by explaining its economical meaning.
That will be just wasting time and will not help you to improve your mark!

3) Read carefully solutions for the Test and Unassessed Exercises. Be sure that
you are now able to solve them! Many of that or similar problems may be repeated
(and some of them will definitely be repeated) in the Final Exam!!! Of course,
except of exercises on ”general math”, but they also may be helpful for general
understanding.

4) Solve (or at least read the solutions) for Exercises in the ClassNotes. Use the
advantage of different sources of information (ClassNotes, Scanned Handwritten
Notes, etc.). Do not hesitate to ask questions (including e-mails!).

5) Make sure that you are able to write out the formula for the present/future value
(main object of the module) in general form :

PV (i) =
n∑

k=0

Ak(1 + i)−tk , FVT (i) =
n∑

k=0

Ak(1 + i)T−tk

for the project with the net cashstream (Ak, tk)n
k=0 as well as to compute it for

some particular cases if Ak, tk and i are given (surprisingly, a lot of mistakes has
been made here on the test).

6) In questions with numerics, please, write explicitly what formulas are used and
what numbers are inserted in them and why you use exactly these formulas. This is
very helpful especially in the case (often, unfortunately) when the way of solution
is correct, but the answer is wrong due to a silly computational error. In absence
of such explanations, any small calculation error may lead to zero mark for the
problem!

7) Check the computed numerical answers on reasonability using rough approxi-
mations (say, if the mortgage of 200000 is taken on 20 years, the yearly payments
should be around 20000 (slightly more depending on the interest rate, but at least
of the same order) or payments in advance should be smaller than payments in
arrears, etc.). For instance, in some testworks the annual payments were correctly
computed (about 17000), but the monthly payments were of the same order (and
even lager! although they should be about 10 times less).
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Questions for self-control

I. Compounding and discounting factors:
a) What is the difference between simple and compound interest?
b) Write out the formula for the amount of money on a savings account at the

end of year n at simple and compound interest i.
c) What are the compounding and discounting factors?
d) Deduce the functional equation A(t1 + t2) = A(t1)A(t2) (for compounding

factors at constant interest rate).
e) What are the solutions of this equation? Deduce the formula for the com-

pounding factors A(t) for t ∈ R. What is the force of interest?
f) What is the force of interest δ(t) for the case of variable interest rate? How

to find the compounding factor A(t1, t2) if the force of interest is known?
g) What are the spot and forward rates?
h) How to find the optimal forward rates? Are you able to describe the arbi-

trageur strategy to use the non-optimal forward rates?

II. Appraisal methods:
a) What are the positive, negative and net cashflows of a business project? What

is the net cash stream?
b) How to compute the Total Profit, ROI (Return on Invest), annual ROI, and

Payback Time of a business project?
c) What is the present value (PV) and a future value (FV at time T ) of a project

with a given net cashstream at a given interest rate i?
d) How to compute the PV and FV in the case of non-constant interest rate, for

instance, in the case when the interest rate for year k equals ik? (important e.g.
for random compounding)

e) What is the IIR (Internal Interest Rate)=IRR(Internal Rate of Return) of a
project?

f) When and why the IIR is unique (with math proof!)?

III. Annuities
a) How to compute the yearly payments (in arrears, in advance) for a given loan

at a given interest rate? Are you able to deduce the formula using the equation of
value method?

b) How to compute, say, monthly payments (pthly payments in general) if the
yearly payments are known?

c) How to compute the value of payments in advance (or deferred payments) if
the value of payments in arrears is known?

d) How to compute the outstanding loan after the l years?

IV. Random interest rates:
a) How to compute the expectation and variance of a random variable?
c) What random variables are independent?
b) Are you able to write out the formula for the PV and FV (as random variables)

in two basic cases: 1) when the interest rate is random, but the same for all time? 2)
when the interest rate for year k equals ik (i1, · · · , ik are random variables, usually
independent with the same distribution)?
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d) Are you able to find the distribution of PV and FV for that two cases if the
distribution of the interest rates and the net cashstream of the project are known?

e) Formulate the Jensen inequality for deterministic and random case. When
and under what conditions it becomes an equality?

f) When the compounding/discounting factors i → At(i) = (1 + i)t are con-
vex/concave (in dependence on t ∈ R)?

g) Prove that E[(1 + i)−t] > (1 + E[i])−t if t > 0.
h) Let all of the cashflows of a business project except of the initial investment

are positive and the interest rate i is random, but the same for all project time.
What can you say about the values E[PV (i)] and PV (E[i])? (>, < or =). Is the
same true for the future values?

V. Immunization:
a) What is a mean duration of a business project? Exact formula, please!
b) Could you deduce the formula for the derivative of the PV (i) with respect to

the interest i (in terms of the mean duration, PV and i
c) How to use this formula in order to compute the approximate change of the

PV under small changes of the interest rate?
d) Are you able to state and prove the formula for the main duration for the

portfolio of business projects?
e) State the Immunization Theorem.
f) Explain why bonds (or something similar) are necessary to realize the immu-

nization strategy.
g) Let D1 and D2 (D1 < D2) be the mean durations of two bonds and T is the

obligation time. Explain why do we need D1 < T < D2 in order to be able to
construct the immunized portfolio.

h) Describe the model of an ideal market and the simplest model of the bond.
i) Explain ”who is who” in the Bond Price Formula and in the Bond Duration

Formula.
j) Do you know how to find the maturity and the coupon rate of a bond if the

price-yield curve is given?


